
 
 

 

XBOX One:  Maya | VRay 

My responsibilities included all the lighting and creating the render elements 

for the compositors. 

 

 

 

Nike Lunar and Max:  Maya | VRay | Photoshop 

I was responsible for the look development of the cloth. The cloth was made 

with layers of various patterns that were composited together to create the 

final look. I was also responsible for lighting the majority of the spot. 

 

 

Kia Toolbox:  Maya | VRay | Photoshop 

I was responsible for the look development of the interior of the car. I also lit 

the second Kia shot on the reel. 

 

 

 

Northrop:  Maya | Mari | Photoshop 

I was responsible for the uving, texture painting, and shading of the plane.  

 

 

 

 

Kia Suit:  Maya | VRay| Photoshop 

I was responsible for the lighting. I replaced the roof and rims. Since we were 

not provided HDR’s from the set I had to recreate the reflections using various 

photography we were provided and Google Maps. 

 
 

Detour:  Maya | Mental Ray | Nuke  

This was a collaborative project in which I set up the master light rig for a 

sequence of twenty-one shots located in the cave environment. I also created 

a nuke script and a custom node to use for compositing this sequence. 

 

 

Bear and the Bird:  Maya | Mental Ray | Nuke 

This was a mix between green screen footage and CG characters. I was the 

lead on this project and I was in charge of setting up basic light rigs and nuke 

scripts and ensuring consistency. I also created custom Nuke gizmos to help 

with the pipeline. 



 

Hunger Games:  Maya | Mental Ray | Nuke | Photoshop 

The project goal was to match a CG object to live action in order to develop 

a finer grasp of lighting tools. This was rendered in multiple passes using 

both Maya Software and Mental Ray. I am responsible for all aspects. 


